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on 2 july, beijing police raided the beijing city public security bureau, the beijing municipal public security bureau,
the qingdao police bureau, the zhenbao, qingnian, qingxian and shaanxi provincial public security bureaus. the

raid was said to be the largest in recent years (feer 1 aug. 1993, 21; age of empires 1993, 33).
bangladeshserajuddin ahmed, a leader of the liberation tigers of tamil eelam, was tried in absentia in july and

sentenced to 10 years imprisonment for the attempted assassination of an indian soldier in 1993. he was originally
arrested on 14 may 1993 after allegedly taking part in a failed attempt to assassinate prime minister,

chandrashekar tripathi (cyril rajan, 'bengali tigers held over attempted murder', times of india, 28 may 1994).the
united nations special commission for human rights in north america reported on a sweeping crackdown in

bangladesh on may 14 to may 16, 1994, in which at least 38 people were killed, 200 injured and at least 2,500
arrested. (ibid.) an amnesty international report, 1997: a record of human rights violations by the government of
bangladesh, noted that 60 political and religious leaders were arrested and, in some cases tortured to make them
sign confessions. on 12 june 1994 the human rights commission of bangladesh called for a global boycott on all

products made in china, declaring that china was a dictatorship in which there were no freedom of speech or
expression. (ibid.) the indian security forces opened fire on 6 july, killing at least 9, including militant leader ashan
mahua' (the battle for the year, age of empires, 1993, 34). on 21 may 1994 the day the prime minister, paray, was

assassinated, also on 21 may 1994 the day of the prime minister, chandrashekar. the prime minister was
assassinated by two agents of the public security bureau. (ibid.)
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the state university of new
york at buffalo has seen a

resurgence of black
radical thought since the

death of robert f. williams,
a founder of the african
american freedom riders
who was assassinated in
1961 by members of the
ku klux klan (mcmullen).

anti-vietnam war
organizations have formed
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in the past decade,
including buffalo's black

liberation army, which has
used assassinations of
middle-level american

military and police officers
to protest the usa's war in

vietnam (ibid.). the
university of california,

berkeley also has a
thriving black liberation

movement, centered
around a predominantly

black quaker group called
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the student nonviolent
coordinating committee

(sncc) (griffith). sncc
formed in 1957, and later

became a part of the
student nonviolent

coordinating committee
(sncc). its primary

objectives were to resist
racial segregation and the
vietnam war and to form
organizations that would
advocate racial justice for
african americans. [209]
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the group has achieved
some degree of

nationwide, local, and
statewide visibility,

becoming a prominent
feature of the 1960s social

and political protests in
the usa. [210] in the

turbulent late 1960s and
early 1970s, the group's
main focus shifted from

african american concerns
to broader social and

political concerns. it has
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worked with other
movements for social

change, including those
against poverty, militarism

and war, nuclear and
other ecological dangers,

and women's rights (ibid.).
the black panther party

(bpp) was a black
revolutionary political
party which reached

prominence in the united
states during the 1960s.
the party was founded in
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oakland, california, in
october 1966 by former
african-american boxer
and communist party

member huey p. newton.
newton created the bpp to

spearhead the fight for
black freedom and

independence. the bpp
had its own newspaper,
the black panther, which
ran from 1966 to 1979.

the organization also was
involved in the 1967 poor
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people's campaign in
washington, d.c.[211]
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